
Why is our climate changing? 
The answer is easy to understand if you know about atoms, molecules and 

photons. 
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• What is Einstein-First? 

• Introducing modern science to school students?  

• Why is our climate changing 

• Year 6  module Climate Change 

• Opportunity to test ideas with 2023 classes 



Every child has the right to share our best understanding of 
physical reality.  

Our fantastic team: 

PhD students, 

postdocs, volunteers 

and national and 

international partners 



 



Our goals are 
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 Every child has the right to share our best understanding of physical 
reality 

Foundation stones for future learning 

Familiarity with language and ideas in preparation for secondary school 

Explanatory power of concepts 



 
Eight Steps to Einstein’s Universe  Years 3 to 10 

 

Primary School 
 Songs, toys, plays 

and activities 
 Year 3: Atom Frenzy and Hot Stuff  
the world is made of atoms 

Year 4: May the Forces be with You 
    every force we feel comes from 
electricity or gravity 
Year 5: Fantastic photons and Our Place 
in the Universe 
   light comes as photons, made by the 
Sun, gravity is curved space 
Year 6: Climate science and renewable 
energy 
 toy molecules, fire and solar panels 

 

Year 7: Warped spacetime 
gravity from planets and asteroids  

to black holes 
Year 8: Einstein’s energy 
   from E=mc2 to power from the Sun 
Year 9: Quantum world 

how quantum probability rules the 
world 

Year 10: Climate and Cosmology 
The big picture from the universe 

to planet Earth 
 

Middle School 
 Activities and experiments 

models, lasers and solar 
panels 

 

Maths for 
Einstein’s 
Universe 

Maths 
components 

throughout the 
program  

scale,  
powers,  

maths of arrows  
maths of chance 



Why climate science for all 
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• our obligations 

• severely of impacted 

• schools in a unique position 

• acknowledges students’ climate 

• empowers with the knowledge and attitudes to . . . 

climate anxiety    to agency and possibility. 

 



Four questions 
What are atoms? What are molecules? 

What are photons? What colour are 
photons? 



We are all atoms 

Blue = oxygen, O 

White = hydrogen, H 

Red = nitrogen, N 

Black = carbon, C 



Five important molecules 
O-O 

   O 
H   H 

N-N 
O-C-O 

H-H 



Making 
Molecules 



Mickey mouse molecule song 

H2O a Mickey Mouse molecule 
With ears made of hydrogen 
I love H2O for drinking 
H2O a Mickey Mouse molecule 
With face made of oxygen 
I love H2O 



Light comes as Photons 
Most photons are invisible 

They come out 
of phones 

They come out 
of hot things 

One special type 
can be seen 
Red, Green, Blue 



Pet photons 
Waviness: the wiggly shape 
Bulletiness: bluetak weight 

The world we experience is an interplay of atoms, photons, and 
electrons. 

Invisible photons Visible photons 



Climate science is not new 

 



Climate science is not new 
and WA played a small but important role! 

Robert Brown 
arrived in 
Albany 1801 



 
Robert Brown loved 
flowers and pollen 

and saw the potential 
of microscopes to 

study them. 



Robert 
Brown 



Brownian Motion 



100 years of 
arguing 

 
People did not 
believe him! 

What is everything made of? 

1808 John Dalton 
 
 “I think everything 
is made of atoms!” 



Why isn’t the 
Earth freezing 
cold? 

 

Joseph Fourier 1829 



Heat comes from one side only. 

 

Heat from 
 the Sun 

 
  



The earth is like a green 
house 
 

Joseph Fourier 1829 

The atmosphere 
“retains the dark 
rays from the 
ground” 



Eunice Foote 1856 

Carbon dioxide 
absorbs heat rays 



 

Svante Arrhenius 
1896 

If burning coal 
increases CO2 from 

295 to 590 the Earth 
will get 5 degrees 

hotter. 

Today it has reached 413 



Why should a tiny bit of  
see-through gas change the 

temperature? 

No one could explain it 

Then came a boy 
called Albert who liked 
solve mysteries 

He changed 
everything! 



 

Einstein’s explanation: jiggling atoms bumping the grains 



Einstein proves 
photons 

Waviness: the wiggly shape 
Bulletiness: bluetak weight 

The world we experience is an interplay of atoms, photons, and 
electrons. 

Invisible photons 
Nobody believed him 



1924 Louis De Broglie takes Einstein’s side 
 

 

He said 
  

Everything  
has bulletiness 

 
AND  

 
Everything  

has waviness 
 

By 1925 everyone agreed 
 
(PS:  but nobody told the science teachers)!  



Dark photons absorbed by CO2 because 
of the way the molecules vibrate 
O-0 and N-N vibrate different  
from O-C-O or  H-O-H 



Activities: A few examples 
 
• Toy molecules and Pet photons: CO2 absorbing invisible photons 

• Throw pet invisible photons at them and see them vibrate.  
• Do the same with oxygen. Because oxygen vibrates differently, it dodges all the 

photons: that is why we can see through the air 
 

• Candle-bottle experiment:  
• Turning wax into carbon dioxide: using up the oxygen 

 
• Milk in Water experiment 

 
• Candle-coal making experiment:  

• Turning wood into coal:  making fossil fuels and coal-seam gas 



Milk in Water is like CO2 in air 
Photo taken with heat 

photons 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Turning oxygen 

into carbon dioxide 



Turning wood into coal with a candle 

• Roll some foil tight around a matchstick or a thin wooden skewer, 
with the foil overlapping. 

• Heat the foil with the candle flame. 
• Light a second flame where the gas is escaping. 
• Cool and unwrap: find a stick of coal inside. 
• Try writing with it! 
• The coal can be burnt too. 



High energy 
photon 
creation by 
nuclear 
burning 

Follow the photons from the Sun to Earth to 
Space 



Now you know why too much 

burning is changing the climate! 



Classroom photoelectric effect activities 
• Toy photons +toy electrons: Nerf gun experiments 
• Solar panel: real photoelectric effect: photons make electrons, 

electrons make photons in LED light 
• Toy solar cars 

Einstein proved that light comes as photons   
• Photons can knock electrons out of metals 
• Nobel prize 1922 
• Today we know the whole spectrum of photons – radio, 

infrared, visible light, UV light, x-rays, gamma rays 



Nerf gun challenge 



Professional learning 



Photoelectric  
effect 



The photon power coming in from 
the sun 

 



• The heat escaping is 
blocked by CO2 in 
the atmosphere 

• A tiny amount has a 
huge effect because 
of the shape of CO2 
molecules 

NASA measures the photons escaping from 
the Earth 

100                20          15            10                       7                   5 
Wavelength micrometers 

CO2 blanket is getting 
thicker 



Everything happens by quantum collisions 
Animation of photon scattering processes 
 

CO2 

Photon-electron 
collision 

Photoelectric 
effect 



Physics and Chemistry of Photosynthesis 

Photons 

Carbon 
dioxide 

 
 CO2 

Plants eat CO2 and water helped by light 



The thickening blanket - from 
burning coal, oil and gas and cutting down 
trees 

Relentless rise of CO2   
about 2ppm per year. 
Now 412.3, 413.8 

Seasonal ripple plants 
feed on CO2 but not 
enough to stop the 
rise 
Burning forests  
makes it worse 



 

Temperature followed CO2 for 800,000 years  
Global average 

Eemian interglacial 
less than 300ppm 
Sea level 6-9m 
higher than today 



2000 years of CO2 records 
Data to 2020 from 
Cape Grim 
 
Ancient record from 
preserved air 
bubbles in Antarctic 
ice. 
 
The catastrophe 
from coal burning 
began about the 
time Australia was 
colonized 
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Streamflow 1911-1974 Average (338 GL) 1975-2000 Average (172 GL)

2001-2009 Average (92 GL) 2010-2017 Average (46 GL)

Stream Flow to Perth’s dams reduced from 338 GL to 
46GL 

Forest water 
tables dropping 
catastrophically 
 

1911 1946 1981 2016 



 

Number of extreme heat days per 
year for Australia  CSIRO 12 November 



 

West Antarctic Ice Sheet Collapse 
6-9m sea level rise 

“if the Paris Agreement is not met, 
Antarctica’s long term sea level 
contribution will dramatically increase 
and exceed that of all other sources” – 
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research et al 
Nature September 2020  
 

Collapse of icecaps much faster than 
predicted 
 



Why does the Sea Level Rise 
• Floating ice melting: no effect 
• Ice on land melting: more water in the sea 
• Oceans get hotter: jiggling atoms need more space: water expands 

 
Classroom activities 
• Melting ice blocks experiment to see water level changes 
• Cooling wine bottle: measure water level in neck 
• Solid/liquid/gas with toy atoms 



Physics of Renewable 
Energy and Energy Saving 

Rapid transition to renewable energy 
• The photolectric effect: solar electricity 
• Electrolysis: green hydrogen 
• Chemistry: batteries for energy storage 
• Aerofoils and convection: wind energy 
• Viscosity and energy loss to waves: slower 

ships save energy  
• Satellite monitoring of ship speeds: physics 

of orbits, cameras, telescope 

What you can do 
• Community solar power 

stations  
• Solar Power for Every 

School 
 



Reflecting solar energy 

• White surfaces reflect Sun’s heat back into space 
• White cities are cooler. Pale stubble is cooler than 

ploughed land. 
• Black roofs and black roads are bad news. 

• When glaciers melt global heating increases 
• A dusting of limestone whitens bitumen. 
•  Carparks should have solar panel roof 

coverings or shade trees. 

Vain attempts to 
save glaciers 

White roads trial in Los Angeles 

Lots of simple classroom experiments and activities 



Remove CO2 with Trees 
The physics/chemistry/botany of photosynthesis 
• Trees turn CO2 into wood 
• Forests store 10-100 tons of CO2 per 

hectare 
• Forest fires in 2019-20  doubled 

Australia’s emissions 
• All tree clearing increases global heating 
• Dead logs store carbon  
• Desalination: the chemistry of reverse 

osmosis can provide water for forest 
establishment 

What you can do 
• Encourage tree planting at your school 
• Encourage urban forests locally 



Indigenous values and Science Education 
For our indigenous people, caring for country was a moral imperative. 
Today we must care for the whole planet, this is our moral imperative. 

We must teach our best understanding of the science of climate. 
 

Indigenous people discovered the law of caring for country tens of thousands 
of years ago. Every child learnt this law and it caused unbearable trauma when 

colonists violated this law. 
Modern science has brought recognition of the same law, but now it is for the 

whole planet.  
 



In summary 
Every child and young adult should learn the science of 

climate because only if everyone understands will 
governments act to preserve the planet. 

 

International research shows that climate anxiety affects 
the daily life of nearly half of young people surveyed 

globally. Understanding the science is empowering and 
helps alleviate these negative impacts. 

 
 

 



See www.einsteinianphysics.com 

 
 

Thank you for listening. 
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